NOTE: Chart not to scale.

**GEEKY TRANSITION (GEEKY.BOOVE4):**

**GUTZZ TRANSITION (GUTZZ.BOOVE4):**

**KIIL O TRANSITION (KIIL O.BOOVE4):** (For ACT and GRK terminal area departures only.)

**SNGGL TRANSITION (SNGGL.BOOVE4):** (For ABI terminal area departures only.)

---

NOTE: RADAR Required.
NOTE: RNAV 1.
NOTE: DME/DME/IRU or GPS required.
NOTE: Turbojet aircraft only.
NOTE: For use when DFW is operating in south flow.
When DFW is in north flow, file and expect the SOCKK RNAV STAR.

See following page for Arrival Route.
(Continued on following page)
(Narrative on following page)